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the patriot movieguide movie reviews for christians - the patriot is a terrific movie but not the movie that audiences will
expect it is not another braveheart about a man fighting for freedom with an extra dose of christianity nor is it another
gladiator with pumped up violence serving as a backdrop for a dollop of political dissertation, the patriot movie guide
answers by mrs history tpt - here is the complete answer guide to help you walk your students through the movie the
patriot the movie guide covers the full length feature and includes a symbology of the patriot page at the end and a writing
assignment for students what freedom means to me answers included for, 10 29 13 the patriot movie guide mrstreit
webs com - a patriot is someone who loves and supports their country and defends it because they were willing to die so
we the people in the future could have good lives bonus who were the real people benjamin martin was based on hint try
refering to the 7th grade page for the link and movie guide section swamp fox francis marion, the patriot movie trailer and
videos tv guide - watch the patriot movie trailers exclusive videos interviews from the cast movie clips and more at tvguide
com, patriot viewing guide warren hills regional school district - directions today during class and pride time you will be
watching the movie the patriot to prepare to learn about the revolutionary war while watching the movie and as homework
this weekend you need to complete this viewing guide this will count as a major patriot viewing guide author, movie study
guide the patriot aasd k12 wi us - 1 the movie opens in the fields of benjamin martin s farm in which region of the country
is the movie set how do you know this 2 when the men are at the statehouse what are they arguing about, the patriot film
guide one pager and answer key by - this is a film guide for the movie the patriot there is a one pager reflection summary
and analysis at the bottom of the page as well an answer key is included
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